Time-domain seismic simulation can form the basis of reverse time depth migration and full-waveform inversion. These applications need to temporally crosscorrelate a forward simulation state with an adjoint simulation state and therefore need to be able to access each time step of a forward simulation in time-reverse order. This requires saving all forward states for all times (which can require more memory than is typically available on a computer system for many problems of interest), or the ability to checkpoint information and rapidly recompute forward simulation states as needed. Prior work has suggested how to do the latter by optimally choosing which forward simulation time steps to checkpoint, thereby enabling the most efficient reuse of memory buffers and minimizing recomputation. The optimal trade-off between memory usage and recomputation can be further improved under the assumption that the information needed to do temporal crosscorrelation is smaller than the information required to restart a simulation from a given time step. This assumption is true for many geophysical problems of interest. The modification can yield a reduction in the memory requirement and recomputation time. The tested examples applied to isotropic elastic reverse time migration and anisotropic viscoelastic full-waveform inversion.
INTRODUCTION
Time-domain seismic simulation forms the basis for many reverse time depth migration (RTM) and full-waveform inversion (FWI) applications. The image for prestack RTM is formed by crosscorrelating a forward simulation from the source location with an adjoint (or reverse time) simulation from the receivers.
In a similar fashion, FWI gradients used to update an earth model are formed by the temporal crosscorrelation of wavefield variables between the forward simulation from the source location and the adjoint simulation sourced by a residual based upon differences between the forward simulated data and the recorded field data. These algorithms that temporally crosscorrelate a forward simulation state with an adjoint simulation state need to be able to access each time step of a forward simulation in time-reverse order to have them available for the correlation step while the adjoint computation propagates its state backward in time. A computer algorithm for doing this is called a time-reversal checkpointing method. The memory required for saving all forward wavefield states for 3D seismic RTM and FWI applications of interest could run to hundreds of terabytes of storage and therefore be impractical. Time-reversal checkpointing methods become important when solving large problems where computer resources and memory are barely sufficient.
Griewank optimal checkpointing for doing a time reversal is described by Griewank (1992 Griewank ( , 2000 and by Griewank and Walther (2000) . The method has application to the automatic differentiation of computer algorithms (Griewank et al., 1996) . Symes (2007) applied Griewank optimal checkpointing as an effective implementation strategy for RTM. Seismic FWI gradient and Hessian computations (Tarantola, 1984 (Tarantola, , 1987 Plessix, 2006; Krebs et al., 2009; Fitchner, 2011) are example applications where this method applies.
RTM only involves imaging and can be done with approximate adjoint operators, so historically, the geophysical industry has been able to operate without necessarily requiring the full accuracy of adjoint state space computations possible with a time-reversal method. Practical industry algorithms designed for specific computer hardware platforms exist that compress, save, and restore data on sparse time steps to create RTM images. As inversion methods become more important, the accuracy possible with full time-reversal checkpointing methods is needed. Inaccuracies in FWI gradient and Hessian computations add to computational cost by adding more iterations or cause FWI methods to diverge. Griewank (1992) proved that the binomial partitioning in Griewank checkpointing is optimal under certain assumptions for the application of automatic reverse differentiation. Griewank assumes that (1) a fixed amount of memory is available, (2) forward time steps and adjoint time steps have equal computational cost and the same cost for all time steps, and (3) checkpointed state buffers can be reused. This procedure is encapsulated in a C code called REVOLVE99 (Griewank and Walther, 2000) that is a very clever application of combinatorial mathematics.
This discussion explores the optimal check pointing strategy for large-scale time-stepping adjoint computation problems and how the Griewank assumptions can be modified for further savings, given additional information about the computational requirements necessary for doing the temporal correlation at each time step (Tan and Anderson, 2010) . The memory required for doing one time step of a temporal correlation can be different and smaller than that required for storing a complete forward simulation state. In a seismic forward simulation, the full-wavefield state must include everything needed to restart forward simulation from the given time step. The state information may require the saving of dense grids of many wavefield components, plus additional buffers required for the implementation of boundary conditions (Marcinkovich and Olsen, 2003) . The single time step temporal correlation components may only include a subset of the wavefield components and may only be required in a subset of the full model volume.
Define a state as all of the information that needs to be saved or initialized to start time-stepping simulation at a given time step. The Griewank check pointing strategy assumes that the memory size required to save a state (the variable S) is identical to that required to save the information necessary to do one time step of a temporal crosscorrelation (the variable C) for the imaging step. This assumption, however, is not true in many geophysical imaging problems. For example, a 3D reverse time migration using a velocity-stress propagator (Virieux, 1986; Saenger and Bohlen, 2004) for isotropic elastic imaging may only need to correlate pressure instead of all three components of particle velocity and six components of stress, immediately yielding a S∕C ratio of nine, just based on the number of components involved.
Other factors influence the S∕C ratio. If perfectly matched layer (PML) boundary conditions are used, the S∕C ratio can easily increase by another factor of two or three near the boundary of the earth model. These memory requirement imbalances associated with boundary conditions complicate the domain decomposition typically done for a parallel computer program. The memory imbalances are compounded when saving many time steps of S information to random access memory (RAM), but are usually not involved for C information. The choice of the random boundary condition of Clapp (2009) can mitigate this issue for prestack shot record RTM.
Inversion may require that the forward simulation and the adjoint simulation steps pass a dot product test (Symes, 2007) that would degrade if decimation is used in image time or space. Any compromise may limit the quality of a computed objective function, gradient or Hessian, and cause an optimization algorithm to terminate prematurely. On the other hand, some useful algorithms may be able to make compromises that are satisfactory for imaging or early inversion steps, but not for the final inversion. Accurate wave propagation may require a fine grid, but imaging may be sufficient on a coarser grid. For the case where correlation can also be done on every other sample in every spatial dimension, the resulting S∕C ratio would be eight. Often, C information can be focused on a target zone and may not be required near the boundaries. In some situations, the C information can be compressed with little loss in accuracy for the imaging step so the S∕C ratio can be increased by an additional factor. Alternatively, lossy compression on S information would degrade the forward simulation accuracy for all succeeding time steps and would be unacceptable.
All of the S∕C ratio factors mentioned would be multiplied together to yield the S∕C ratio needed for this algorithm. The time-reversal algorithm developed here exploits the S∕C ratio whenever it is greater than one for computational advantage compared to the Griewank and Walther (2000) approach. Given that RTM and FWI are very computationally expensive and use large memory spaces, exploiting the S∕C ratio for computational advantage can be important for these geophysical algorithms. We will try to define when these distinctions are important and when they can be ignored.
TIME-REVERSAL STRATEGIES
Assume the only tool available is a forward simulation operator that can advance a simulation state one time step. Backward timestepping is not allowed. Then, an initial time state can be advanced by multiple forward simulation steps to provide later time states. A time-reversal strategy attempts to access those states in reverse time order. Two simple strategies are available for doing a time reversal. A large time-reversal problem is broken up recursively into smaller problems, choosing between these two strategies, each time taking the one that has the minimum cost function.
Strategy 1: Binomial splitting of the time-reversal tree by saving a state S The first strategy outlined in Figure 1 assumes that the initial state can be restored either from a checkpoint or an initial condition. By advancing k time steps and saving a new checkpoint of the state, then the problem is broken up into two portions: (1) solve the time reversal from step k to the end, and (2) restore the initial time step Figure 1 . Strategy 1 breaks up an initial time-reversal problem into two parts. Advance k time steps at cost k and checkpoint a state S. Now, solve the time-reversal problem from step k to step n with memory M reduced by the size of S. Then, restore the state at the initial time step and solve the time reversal from time step zero to time step k − 1 with full memory size M. Because forward simulation is restarted when a checkpoint is restored, full S information is required for the checkpoint. and solve the time reversal from the start to step k − 1. This system of binomial splitting can sequentially break a large problem into many smaller problems. Denote the cost function in terms of forward simulation steps for doing a time reversal as J. Denote the cost function for doing one state checkpoint in terms of k forward simulation time steps to be J add one cp . If the cost of saving and restoring state checkpoints is omitted and only forward simulations are counted, then equation 1 provides the proper cost function. Functional parameters include n, the number of time steps in the time reversal, k is the number of forward time steps to the location of the state checkpoint, M is the size of the memory available for storing checkpoints, C is the size of the information needed for doing a single temporal correlation step (discussed in the next section), and S is the size of the information needed to checkpoint a state. The cost requires k forward steps to the checkpoint location, plus the cost of the time reversal from that location to the end, plus the cost of the time reversal from the restored initial state to time step k − 1:
J add one cp ðn; k; M; C; SÞ ¼ k þ Jðn − k; M − S; C; SÞ þ Jðk − 1; M; C; SÞ.
(1)
If multiple memory types are used to store state checkpoints, then additional parameters are needed as shown in equation 2. Let s type be the type of memory used to store the checkpoint at the beginning. Let k type be the type of memory used to store the checkpoint at time step k. The memory type information is needed so that the cost of stores and restores can be calculated properly in a hierarchical memory system. The size of the memory available becomes a vector denoted by ⃗ M. Denote a vector of zeros except for one nonzero element of size S at index k type by ⃗ S k type . A cost function J assumes that state buffers S can be restored or initialized at the start location but that they already have the S information in memory ready for forward simulation. The incremental cost of store and restore operations for S buffers is lumped into J IOS :
J add one cp ðs type ; n; k type ; k; ⃗ M; C; SÞ ¼ kþ
The costs associated with J IOS generally correspond to the cost of doing one store of state information S in storage type k type and a restore of S information from storage type s type as shown in equation 3. The costs of additional S information stores and restores may be included within the cost functions J for the n − k steps, and the cost function J for the k − 1 steps. The store and restore costs can become important. In some cases, omitting the use of slower memory options will be beneficial. One option for s type will be to initiate the system at zero time as opposed to restoring state information that was previously stored:
Strategy 2: Making multiple forward passes by saving single-step temporal correlation information C The second strategy outlined in Figure 2 assumes that the initial state can be restored multiple times from a checkpoint or an initial condition. Then, the time reversal can be solved by doing multiple passes of forward simulation from the start to the end while decreasing the end time by a number of time increments equal to n c for each pass. A total of n c − 1 memory buffers are used each pass to save the necessary information desired for the time reversal. The information for last time step in each pass is taken from the state information of the forward simulator. The information for the n c − 1 memory buffers can be used in reverse time order as needed so with each pass the last n c simulation time steps are time reversed. The memory available for checkpoints using each memory type is M type . The division in equation 4 below to estimate the number of C information buffers available is done with integer arithmetic:
The number of forward simulation sweeps using all correlation save buffers will be t, as shown in equation 5. This uses integer arithmetic:
The number of forward simulations for the remainder term on the last sweep will be r, as shown in equation 6. The number of forward simulations required is r for the case where t is equal to zero: Figure 2 . Strategy 2 uses multiple forward simulation passes starting from the initial time step. Each pass, a number of checkpoints are saved at the end. These only need to save C information as they are only used to "correlate" and form the image and are not used to restart the forward simulation. The number of time steps to be time reversed is reduced with each forward pass by n c . The very last time step each pass can be taken from the simulator memory and, therefore, does not require a C checkpoint. Therefore, this strategy always enables a time reversal even if no memory is available for doing a new checkpoint. The index j pass used for counting each pass starts at zero for the first pass and increments by one for each successive pass. The longer horizontal lines represent S checkpoints. The shorter horizontal lines represent C checkpoints.
Time-reversal checkpointing for RTM and FWI
The first two terms in equation 7 provide the number of forward simulation steps. The cost of all store and restore operations for C buffers and for restores of the state buffer of memory type s type is lumped into J IOC :
J no cp ðs type ; n; ⃗ M; CÞ ¼ r þ
ðn − jn c Þ þ J IOC ðs type ; n; ⃗ M; CÞ.
This can be rearranged into a more convenient form as equation 8:
The costs associated with J IOC could be discussed in more detail. Key features include (1) the cost of doing a state S restore of type s type at the start of each of t − 1 passes (the first pass does not require a restore), plus one more for the residual pass if r is greater than zero, plus one more for doing the initial time step, and (2) the cost of doing both a store and restore of C information for n − t operations if r is equal to zero or for n − t − 1 operations if r is greater than zero. Note that fast memory should be preferred over slow memory for the residual pass if a residual pass is needed. The average cost of C information stores and restores has to be computed over the number of memory types involved and the number of passes and/or residual passes involved. Equation 9 below hides all of those complications in the last term:
Once again, the store and restore costs can be important because sometimes the best option is to use only the fast memory storage types and omit the slower memory options. For multiple memory types, equation 8 has to be searched for multiple values of n c to find the one that gives the minimal cost function because larger values may involve slower memory types and increase the cost. The cost function is not smooth, so a thoughtful search is necessary.
One more consideration can be important. Typically, in a parallel programming environment, S information domain decomposes in a complicated way with more information needed on the compute nodes that need to consider model boundary information and less information on compute nodes that do not consider model boundaries. This imbalance complicates multiple S checkpoints to local fast memory but may be less critical for S checkpoints to a larger shared slow-memory device. Meanwhile, C information typically domain decomposes in a more uniform manner across all compute nodes, enabling efficient use of multiple checkpoints to fast local memory without memory size imbalances or communication to do memory sharing. Therefore, there may be an additional cost factor favoring the use of C checkpoints over S checkpoints in fast local memory.
Finding an optimal solution
Given the two approaches, the optimal solution is found by taking the least expensive option available in equation 10. This requires looking at the cost for doing a solution with no checkpoints, compared to doing checkpoints of different memory types and different time step locations. A key point of this paper is to suggest that the Griewank and Walther (2000) algorithm often chooses to use S checkpoints more than is desirable for our geophysical problems of interest because frequently the C checkpoint is significantly less expensive than the S checkpoint. For the special case where only one memory type is available that has no associated store or restore cost, a semianalytic solution can be found. When C is equal to S, that solution corresponds exactly to the strategy of Griewank and Walther (2000) in REVOLVE99. In the general case, a solution (Tan and Anderson, 2010) can be readily found via a computer program that builds tables for J, k, and k type as a function of s type , n, and ⃗ M, and then applies a recursive algorithm using those tables to build a list of appropriate commands for a time reversal:
Jðs type ; n; ⃗ M; C; SÞ ¼ minfJ no cp ðs type ; n; ⃗ M; CÞ; min k¼1;n−1;k type ½J add one cp ðs type ; n; k type ; k; ⃗ M; C; SÞg. (10)
The search for a solution for very large tables can become expensive, although the expense for this computation is usually very small compared to the larger simulation problem of interest. Most of the benefit of the methods described here is obtained by computing tables for a reasonable number of time steps and doing an optimum solution for values of n that fall within the table. For larger values of n, the option exists to take the Griewank semianalytic solution for when to checkpoint a state buffer, thereby recursively shrinking the problem size down to one that fits within the computed tables.
Enhancing with asynchronous communication
The time-reversal strategy is usually applied to either RTM or FWI gradient or FWI Hessian work flows. In this case, the list of commands developed will first do forward simulation with checkpointing of S or C information until the last time step is reached. Then, field data or field data residuals will be used to initialize the adjoint simulation at the maximum time. Then, the flow alternates between doing an adjoint step backward in time and doing some operation to access the forward simulation wavefield at the corresponding time. These two steps are independent of each other so any restores of forward simulation C or S information can be done asynchronously while the adjoint time stepping is done. That suggests a strategy where the command list is searched and reordered to enable the initiation of restores of forward simulation information prior to each adjoint backward time step. Following the completion of the adjoint step, the forward simulation information is needed so a "wait" operation can be called. Then, the forward and adjoint information are used together for the temporal correlation step and the flow is repeated to continue backward stepping in time.
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Optimizing the time reversal to use slower memory types depends on the relative cost of a store or a restore associated with slow memory compared to the cost of a forward time step. The effective cost of a store or a restore done asynchronously is much smaller than the same done without overlapping communication and computation and is no longer a constant for all stages of computation. Understanding these details is critical to enabling the use of slower memory types for expanding the effective memory space available for the time reversal.
RTM AND FWI BACKGROUND THEORY
RTM and FWI gradient and FWI Hessian calculations all require the temporal crosscorrelation of a forward simulated wavefield with the backward-in-time propagation of the adjoint wavefield. The forward simulation needs to be accessed in time-reverse order. This is no problem if the memory available is large enough to hold the entire forward simulation for all time steps. When that is not the case, a time-reversal method is needed.
One option described by Gauthier et al. (1986) is to save the forward simulation on the boundaries for all time steps and the complete simulation volume for the final state S information. Then, reverse time simulation of the forward problem can be done matching the reverse time simulation of the adjoint problem. The cost function for this time-reversal approach is equal to roughly two forward simulations. The storage of boundary information needed by high-order spatial operators may be huge and may complicate domain decomposition strategies for a parallel implementation. This option may be unstable for simulations that include attenuation because the forward simulation cannot be back propagated in time. The option fails if sufficient memory is not available.
Akcelik (1998) does a time reversal for a viscoacoustic inversion problem by checkpointing forward simulation S information at regular time step intervals. The checkpoint interval is chosen to be frequent enough that a time reversal can be done in memory via C checkpoints for each small interval between S checkpoints. Then, the forward simulations for each interval can be recomputed, saved in memory, and time reversed as needed. This approach only requires a forward time-stepping operator and works for problems that include attenuation. The cost is roughly equal to two forward simulations. The approach fails if sufficient memory is not available.
Alternatively, a time-reversal method such as Griewank and Walther (2000) can be used. These work correctly even for simulations that include attenuation and are more efficient than the boundary-save or regular-checkpoint-interval-save approaches given the same amount of memory. These methods adapt to a wider range of hardware memory configurations by trading off computation time for memory in a restricted memory environment. In a very large memory environment, these methods can do the time reversal efficiently with no recomputed forward simulation time steps. In a very restricted memory environment, these methods can always compute a solution given sufficient computation time.
For this discussion, the key parameter associated with how much uplift our modified time-reversal approach can achieve is the ratio of the size of the S information to that of the C information. This differs for different levels of physics in the forward simulator and for different imaging conditions. Several basic RTM and FWI applications will be discussed in terms of how many wavefield components are included in the S information versus how many are included in the C information. The symbols used for the discussion below are listed in Table 1 .
RTM for constant-density isotropic acoustic wave equation
Typical finite-difference implementations for the constantdensity acoustic wave equation rely on having either two time steps of the pressure wavefield available, or one time step of the pressure wavefield and one time step of the temporal derivative of the pressure wavefield available. If only the pressure wavefield is needed for C information, then the S∕C ratio for this application is two, exclusive of boundary, aperture, and sampling issues. The methods developed here for an alternative time-reversal strategy will be less important for RTM based upon the constant-density acoustic simulator than for RTM based upon the elastic or viscoelastic simulator options discussed below.
RTM P-wave image for elastic wavefield propagation
For the special case where the wavefields are propagated with a full anisotropic elastic or viscoelastic wave equation but only a pressure-wave RTM image is desired, then forward simulation time stepping could choose to only save the forward simulation pressure field needed for the RTM imaging in the time reversal. The pressure volume p would be much smaller than the six (three particle Volume element Time-reversal checkpointing for RTM and FWI S97 displacement plus three particle velocity) or nine (three particle velocity plus six stress) volumes (Virieux, 1986; Saenger and Bohlen, 2004) needed to restart the simulation at a given time step and would yield a S∕C ratio of at least six. For general anisotropy, the Kelvin-Christoffel equation should be solved to get the P-wave component. In isotropic media, the pressure wavefield in equation 11 would be exact and sufficient. After the inclusion of aperture and other effects, a typical S∕C ratio for this type of RTM imaging is around ten:
FWI gradient computations for general anisotropy
The information needed for updating FWI estimates of the earth model are the gradients of an objective function E with respect to the earth parameters. If displacement waveforms are to be matched, then one could choose equation 12 for the objective function to be minimized for an FWI:
Denote the forward simulation wavefield component with an arrow above pointing to the right and the adjoint wavefield component with an arrow above pointing to the left, then equations 13 and 14 ) provide the gradients for the density ρ and stiffness component c ijkl updates:
Therefore, if the gradient computation is needed for all twenty-one possible c ijkl values plus density, the gradient algorithm will need to be able to access six strain, plus three particle velocity components from the forward simulation in reverse time order. Note that the S∕C ratio in this case is the much less favorable ratio of 6∕9. If density is left out of the inversion, then only the six strains are needed. Based upon a simple wavefield component count, S∕C would be unity and the modified time-reversal method would have no advantage. However, other factors favoring a smaller value for C may still come into play, such as target-oriented gradients. Compression of C information or subsampling might be possible, but only if those are permissible at the current stage of the inversion. FWI can be done by inverting for some parameters, while keeping others fixed. Specific choices for the type of anisotropy or isotropy can reduce the number of parameters of interest. FWI could assume a viscoelastic simulator that requires a much larger state S (with, perhaps, 27 state wavefield components assuming three relaxation mechanisms are chosen) and do inversion for only Voigt stiffness components C IJ but not the corresponding anisotropic quality factors Q IJ . Making those choices can improve the S∕C ratio for time reversal on a case-by-case basis. An inversion doing only P-wave velocity updates based upon the elastic wave equation and a gradient computation will have S∕C ratios the same as those needed for elastic RTM.
For this choice of the objective function E, Fitchner et al. (2006a Fitchner et al. ( , 2006b show that the weighted residual used as a source term for the adjoint simulation is found by differentiating the objective function with respect to displacement using the chain rule. An alternative choice of an objective function would only modify this adjoint simulation source term for an FWI gradient computation using equation 15:
Taking the difference between the measured displacement and the forward simulated displacement gives the displacement residual used as the source term in the adjoint equation replacing the body force source term. Note that the source term ⃖ f i for this adjoint wave equation has units of displacement rather than units of body force per unit volume as discussed by Baumstein et al. (2009 
If particle velocity is measured, temporal integration can provide the measured displacement. If stress (or pressure as special case of stress) is measured, the divergence of the stress residual can be temporally integrated and weighted by the inverse of density to yield an equivalent to the particle-velocity residual. Equation 17 provides the displacement residual as a function of measured and simulated values for particle displacement, particle velocity, and stress:
Forward simulation time-stepping for anisotropic elastic wave equation and FWI Forward simulation time-stepping of the anisotropic elastic wave equation can be done by several different methods. Typically, C information for RTM will involve the pressure wavefield. Assuming general anisotropy, C information for the FWI gradient computation will involve strain and particle-velocity information. The choice of simulation method often is done based upon having convenient access to the C information needed for the imaging step and efficient memory usage.
One standard time-domain simulation technique uses the velocity-stress equations (Virieux, 1986; Saenger and Bohlen, 2004) and requires nine state variables (three particle velocity and six stress) to fully define the system to enable a restart of time-stepping from a given checkpoint. The particle velocity wavefields are shifted by one-half time step from the stress wavefields and second-order leap-frog-style time-stepping is done. This method is popular for forward simulation because no temporary variables need to be saved and typical geophysical field acquisition records S98 data with either geophones (particle velocity) or hydrophones (pressure that can be computed from stress). However, for FWI gradient computation, strain information must be inverted from stress information to do the imaging step. Also, note that a time-reversal method may store S information many times. For time-reversal checkpointing methods, one desirable feature of a forward simulator is a minimal size for the S information. If state variables are chosen to be displacement and particle velocity shifted by one-half time step from each other, then only six state variables are needed to enable a restart of the time simulation, given additional temporary buffers needed for strain and stress information. Having a smaller number of state variables is an advantage when doing checkpointing of S information. Note that boundary condition information is still part of the S information. For PML boundary conditions, the state information must be augmented to include memory variables for spatial derivatives of particle velocity and stress on the boundaries.
The leap-frog-in-time particle-displacement/particle-velocity method is described by equations 18-21 below. The strain and particle-velocity information components needed for FWI gradient computation are directly available. S information is minimized. Using the particle-displacement information u i at the current time step, the nine strain ε kl components are computed. Due to symmetry, only six are needed:
Using the strain components at the current time step, the nine stress σ ij components are computed using the strains and the stiffness coefficients c ijkl . Here, any source moment tensor M ij terms are included for pressure or stress. Due to symmetry, only six stress components are needed:
The gradients of the stress terms and the external body forces F i are used to compute the change in particle velocity v i with respect to time at this time step. The external body force is normalized by the density ρ and the volume of a grid element Δx 1 Δx 2 Δx 3 . Using this information, the particle-velocity components can be updated one time step:
The particle-velocity information is then used to update the particledisplacement information one time step:
RESULTS
In Table 2 below, the parameters and statistics associated with several different time-reversal strategies are summarized. The first Table 2 . Time-reversal parameters and statistics for 14 examples. Detailed explanations of the column labels are given in Table 3 . Detailed discussions of these examples are given in the "Results" section. The new modified time reversal provides an advantage over REVOLVE99 whenever the value in the right-hand column is less than one. The first two examples correspond to the short single-memory-type tutorial examples given in Appendix A. Examples 3-5 demonstrate the use of multiple memory types with different access speeds on the same small 10-time-step tutorial problem. Examples 6-14 are for more realistically sized applications of RTM and FWI. Uplift for the new modified time-reversal method is largest when S∕C is large and when the memory available is highly restricted. Example 12 simulates an elastic RTM that images just the P-wave component. Example 13 is designed to simulate the situation where FWI gradients are desired for all 21 stiffness coefficients plus density. Example 14 is designed to simulate the situation where FWI gradients are desired for all 21 stiffness components but excluding density and excluding Q IJ for viscoelastic wave propagation. column provides the number of the example. Detailed explanations for the labels for the other columns are provided in Table 3 . In each example, the ratio in the last column demonstrates an advantage for the new modified time-reversal approach compared with the traditional REVOLVE99 approach when a value less than one is shown. The first two tutorial time-reversal work flows are provided in Appendix A. These cover a small number of time steps in a restricted memory environment so that all of the individual timestepping operations within a typical time-reversal work flow can be listed within about one page of text. Comparing these work flows provides a clear picture of how optimal time-reversal strategies can change under different sets of parameters and assumptions. The detail in Appendix A should help a reader new to these concepts understand how time-reversal work flows operate.
The S∕C ratio for many of these examples is 10. If the factor for the wavefield count ratio between S and C information is six, then a 10% aperture pad on five boundaries of a 3D volume plus a small memory addition for the boundary conditions can provide the Table 3 . These are the symbols and labels used for the time-reversal checkpointing discussion.
S
This is the memory buffer size needed to save a forward simulation state. This includes all the information necessary to restart a forward simulation at a given time step. C This is the memory buffer size needed for all the information from a forward simulation necessary for the computation of one time step of a temporal crosscorrelation. k This is the number of time steps to advance the forward simulation prior to making an S checkpoint when doing binomial splitting of a time-reversal tree.
J
The objective function for the cost of a time reversal is given in cost units compared to the cost of one forward simulation time step.
J add one cp
This is the objective function for the cost in terms of forward simulation time steps for doing a time reversal by adding one checkpoint and thereby doing binomial splitting of a time-reversal tree. n This is the number of time steps in the time reversal. M This is the size of the memory available for storing checkpoints when only one memory type is used. ⃗ M This is a vector of memory sizes available for storing checkpoints in a hierarchical memory system. An element of this vector is M type . s type This is an index for the type of memory used for the S checkpoint at the start of the time step interval. k type This is an index for the type of memory used for the S checkpoint at the kth time step.
J IOS
This cost function for store and restore operations on S buffers is given in units of the cost for one forward simulation time step.
J S store
This cost function for saving S information is given in units of the cost for one forward simulation time step.
J S restore
The cost function for restoring S information is given in units of the cost for one forward simulation time step. n c This is equal to the number of time steps that can be time reversed each pass when doing C checkpoints. This is equal to the number of C buffers that can be saved plus one. Even if no memory is available for saving C buffers, a correlation can be done using information from the forward state that is currently in memory. t When doing C checkpoints, this is the number of forward sweeps to be done using all of correlation buffers available, excluding any pass for doing the remainder. r When doing C checkpoints, this is the remainder of forward steps needed to be done after doing t sweeps.
The cost of a time reversal with no S checkpoints. This assumes that only C checkpoints may be done.
J IOC
The cost of input and output for storing and restoring C checkpoints. γ When doing C checkpoints to do the time reversal, this is the number of forward passes required.
M1
In a dual-memory type system, this is the size of fast memory with no associated cost for doing a store or a restore operation.
M2
In a dual-memory type system, this is the size of slow memory for which a store or restore operation incurs an additional cost. Wc2
This is the cost of either a store or a restore of C information to slow memory. In general, the cost of a store or a restore can be different, but they are not different for the examples provided.
Ideal step count
This is the number of forward simulation time steps needed in an ideal world with no memory limitations. Forward steps used This is the actual number of forward time steps used in a time reversal. Total cost with I/O This is the cost of forward time-stepping plus the input and output costs associated with doing stores and restores of checkpointed information, all expressed in terms of the cost associated with one forward simulation time step. Cost ratio to ideal This is the ratio of (1) the cost of forward time-stepping including input and output costs associated with doing stores and restores compared to (2) the cost of only doing forward stepping in an ideal world with no memory limitations. Cost relative to REVOLVE99 (M1 only, C ¼ S) This is the ratio of costs for (1) the modified time-reversal method that notes the difference in size between S and C information and utilizes multiple memory types to (2) the REVOLVE99 method using only the fast memory type. S100 additional factor necessary to reach S∕C of 10 without considering sampling or C information compression issues.
Example 1 demonstrates a time reversal using a strategy similar to that provided by REVOLVE99. Here, a single memory type is used and there is no distinction between the size of C information relative to the size of S information. The S∕C ratio is equal to one. Some forward simulation steps are recomputed as part of the timereversal process. Only two states can be saved in memory at any one time. The time reversal of 10 forward steps is done using limited memory and only forward time-stepping at the cost of 18 forward simulation time steps. This example uses both S checkpoints and C checkpoints.
Example 2 demonstrates a time reversal using the modified strategy proposed in this work for the situation where the size of C information is only one-tenth as large as the S information. For this trivial case, no forward simulation steps need to be recomputed as there is enough memory available to hold all of the C information that is needed in one pass. In this case, the new modified strategy matches the ideal case where sufficient memory is available to hold all time steps. The strategy of using C checkpoints completely dominates.
Example 3 offers the time-reversal option to use two types of memory for checkpointing. Neither fast memory nor slow memory has sufficient space for storing even one check point of S information. In this case, the access times for slow memory are costly enough that only fast memory is used. Again, the strategy of using C checkpoints dominates.
Example 4 is a repeat of Example 3 with the access times for slow memory reduced to a level at which it is beneficial to use slow memory to get an economical time reversal. Asynchronous input and output operations are done with overlapping computation.
Example 5 also uses dual memory types. The parameters take C to be equal to four-tenths of S, so the S∕C ratio is smaller than in Examples 2-4. Fast memory has room for two C buffers or one S buffer. Slow memory has room for three C buffers or one S buffer. Fifteen forward simulation steps are required for the time reversal.
RTM and FWI work flows need a much larger number of simulation time steps than the prior examples suggest. The 3D data volumes to be checkpointed as either S or C information can be very large and memory-constrained if the computer resources are limited. The examples in the table with 4001 time steps correspond to this size of application problem. Example 6 demonstrates a dual memory type version of REVOLVE99 as C equals S. Example 7 changes the S∕C ratio from the value of one in Example 6 to a value of 10. Example 8 uses only slow memory with an S∕C ratio of one. Example 9 demonstrates the computational effort required assuming only fast memory is available and the REVOLVE99 approach is taken. The other examples follow the new modified time-reversal approach and demonstrate some efficiency gain over Example 9. Example 10 demonstrates the 27% speedup possible over Example 9 using the proposed approach for S∕C equal to 10 with only fast memory. In Example 11, the memory in Example 10 is quadrupled and the time reversal is done more than twice as fast. The speedup for Example 11 is roughly a factor of three compared to Example 9.
Examples 12-14 vary the S∕C ratio for a dual-memory time reversal with changes only in the size of S and C. Example 12 would simulate an elastic RTM that images just the P-wave component. Example 13 is designed to simulate the situation where FWI gradients are desired for all 21 stiffness coefficients plus density. The modified time reversal still gives uplift by enabling the use of slow memory as well as fast memory over a strategy only based upon the use of fast memory, but the comparison in the last column should not be based upon using REVOLVE99 in fast memory only. The problem is large enough that slow memory would be used. Example 14 is designed to simulate the situation where FWI gradients are desired for all 21 stiffness components but excluding density and excluding Q IJ for viscoelastic wave propagation. The S∕C ratio is more favorable here than for Example 13.
CONCLUSIONS
The use of a time-reversal strategy is very general and very useful. The approach applies to any forward stepping simulator. Geophysical forward time-stepping simulators used for RTM and FWI do acoustic, elastic, and viscoelastic wave propagation and may treat anisotropy. The enhancements and modifications provided here to the time-reversal strategy of Griewank and Walther (2000) in REVOLVE99 are most useful for situations where the S∕C ratio is large and where computer memory is very restricted compared to the size of the problem of interest. In those cases, substantial efficiencies can be gained by noting the difference between the information S needed for restarting a forward simulation from a given time step and the information C needed for doing one time step of a temporal correlation. The implementation developed here works for any number of memory types although the examples shown only covered the use of RAM and disk. When sufficiently large memory is available, no forward steps are recomputed so the strategy adapts to be maximally efficient for that case as well.
The magnitude of the S∕C ratio and, therefore, the benefit associated with the proposed modified time-reversal method depends upon the application details. Factors included in the S∕C ratio come from understanding the sampling, boundary, and aperture requirements. Usually the C information is only needed on a subset of the S information. Another factor comes from counting how many wavefield components are required to be included in S information versus how many are required for C information. The S∕C ratio can be estimated for a list of common RTM and FWI applications of interest. The relative S∕C wavefield component counts have been defined for the following applications: (1) RTM based upon the isotropic constant-density simulator, (2) RTM imaging only P-waves but honoring the physics of either isotropic or anisotropic elastic wave propagation, (3) FWI gradient computation for all 21 stiffness components plus density based upon anisotropic elastic wave propagation, (4) FWI gradient computation limited to only the p-wave velocity update based upon isotropic elastic wave propagation, and (5) FWI gradient computation for only stiffness components but not Q IJ based upon viscoelastic anisotropic wave propagation. Choices (2), (4), and (5) benefit more from this modified time-reversal strategy than do choices (1) and (3).
An algorithm implemented with the new modified time-reversal strategy can have significant efficiencies over the unmodified approach and can more flexibly adapt to a large range of computer environments with hierarchical memory systems. Examples demonstrating those efficiencies have been provided. For the size of the computational problem commonly associated with RTM and FWI, these efficiencies may have economic importance.
Time-reversal checkpointing for RTM and FWI S101 Example 2: Modified time reversal (n 11, C 0.1S) This example demonstrates the proposed modification to the time-reversal work flow. Again, as in Example 1, 11 time steps are reversed. One parameter from Example 1 is changed. The C information size is taken to be equal to one-tenth of the S information size. Memory has room for two S buffers or 20 C buffers. In this case, C buffers are used exclusively. Only 10 forward simulation steps are needed and none are redone. Steps are omitted in the example flow below to avoid too much repetition. Note how this simple change in the S∕C ratio improved the efficiency and minimized the complexity of the time reversal. The second time-reversal strategy now dominates.
Initialize forward simulation at time step zero
Advance forward simulation 1 time step(s) from zero to one. Store C information at time index 1. (C buffer 0). Advance forward simulation 1 time step(s) from one to two. Store C information at time index 2. (C buffer 1). (Steps are omitted here for forward stepping time steps 3 to 8.) Advance forward simulation 1 time step(s) from eight to nine. Store C information at time index 9. (C buffer 8). Advance forward simulation 1 time step(s) from nine to 10.
Initialize adjoint simulation at time index 10
Correlate adjoint and forward states (main memory) for time step 10.
Restore C information at time index 9. (C buffer 8). Decrement adjoint simulation from time step 10 to time step 9. Correlate adjoint and forward states (restored C information) at time index 9. S102 (Steps are omitted for imaging time steps decrementing from eight to three.)
Restore C information at time index 2. (C buffer 1). Decrement adjoint simulation from time step 3 to time step 2. Correlate adjoint and forward states (restored C information) at time index 2.
Restore C information at time index 1. (C buffer 0). Decrement adjoint simulation from time step 2 to time step 1. Correlate adjoint and forward states (restored C information) at time index 1.
Initialize forward simulation at time step 0. Decrement adjoint simulation from time step 1 to time step 0. Correlate adjoint and forward states (main memory) for time step 0.
